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Introduction 

This composition has been created during my residency at Schloss Salem within the artist 
exchange program “Salem2Salem” in 2018. At day and night the bells of the monastery in the 
castle in which I stayed during the program have been ringing every 15min which wouldn’t 
allow me to get a full night of sleep. Those bells would follow me into my dreams and so it is 
not surprising that they became the main subject of my composition. 

In this way the annoyance of sleep deprivation and being constantly confronted with this sound 
made me process it in a creative way.  

The five notes written in the score are based on the notes of the bells of Salem. 

A Japanese legend says that if you can’t sleep at night it’s because you’re 
awake in someone else’s dream. 

Explanation  

 
Stage Plan 

Speaker (L) Speaker (R)

Flugelhorn I

Audience

Flugelhorn II



Flugelhorns 

• Flugelhorn I is meant to be standing on the right side of the audience and Flugelhorn II on 
the left 

• The sequence of notes are representing the pitch of the bells  
- Played by the bells the sequence normally is between 3-4 seconds 
- It got extended to approx. 4’33” in order to represent the annoyance 

• Every note is meant to be played approximately 54,6 seconds 
- The change between the notes is on cue 
- One note can crossfade with the next 

• During one Player is holding the note the other improvises 
- The improvising player begins with the written note and continuously leaves then tonal 

centre  in order to free from it  
- The last improvising player (Flugelhorn II) is invited to finish his phrase even though the 

other player (Flugelhorn I) has finished the last written note 

Speakers 

• Requirements 
- 2 active Speaker 
- Mediaplayer for playing the recording 

• The speakers are placed in front and behind the audience 

• They play the audio file (.wav) which goes along with the composition 
- The soundscape is an sonically modified Ping Pong game mixed with generated wind 

sounds I recorded and don’t have to be synchronised to the playing of the musicians 
- It should be started together with the first note played by Trumpet I 

Score


